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1.0 Introduction
Overloading of pavements can result either from loads too large, or from a
substantially increased application rate, or both. Loads larger than the defined
(design or evaluation) load shorten the design life, whilst smaller loads extend it.
With the exception of massive overloading, pavements in their structural
behaviour are not subject to a particular limiting load above which they suddenly
or catastrophically fail. Behaviour is such that a pavement can sustain a
definable load for an expected number of repetitions during its design life. As a
result, occasional minor over-loading is acceptable, when expedient, with only
limited loss in pavement life expectancy and relatively small acceleration of
pavement deterioration. For those operations in which magnitude of overload
and/or the frequency of use do not justify a detailed analysis, the following criteria
are suggested:
a) for flexible pavements, occasional movements by aircraft with ACN not
exceeding 10 per cent above the reported PCN should not adversely
affect the pavement;
b) for rigid or composite pavements, in which a rigid pavement layer provides
a primary element of the structure, occasional movements by aircraft with
ACN not exceeding 5 per cent above the reported PCN should not
adversely affect the pavement;
c) if the pavement structure is unknown, the 5 per cent limitation should
apply; and
d) the annual number of overload movements should not exceed
approximately 5 per cent of the total annual aircraft movements.
Such overload movements should not normally be permitted on pavements
exhibiting signs of distress or failure. Furthermore, overloading should be
avoided when the strength of the pavement or its subgrade could be weakened
by water. Where overload operations are conducted, the appropriate authority
should review the relevant pavement condition regularly, and should also review
the criteria for overload operations periodically since excessive repetition of
overloads can cause severe shortening of pavement life or require major
rehabilitation of pavement.
2.0 Aircraft Classification Number (ACN) for several aircraft types
For convenience, several aircraft types currently in use have been evaluated on
rigid and flexible pavements founded on the four sub grade strength categories
(ie) High strength, Medium strength, Low strength and ultra low strength
categories and the results tabulated in fig 1.
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Fig 1-ACN’s for several aircraft types on rigid and flexible pavements
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3.0 Technical assessment of proposed overload operation adopted by States
3.1.1- Canadian Practice
The technical assessment of a proposed overload operation is based on
the “overload ratio” concept. The overload ratio is a measure of the load
imposed by the aircraft relative to the nominal design strength of the
pavement. For flexible pavements, the overload ratio imposed by an
aircraft is determined by calculating the sub grade bearing strength
required for the existing thickness of the pavement, using the sub grade
design equation given in (i) below. This calculated sub grade bearing
strength is then divided by the actual sub grade bearing strength to form
the overload ratio.
(i)

A flexible pavement design curve for a given aircraft is a plot of
pavement thickness required to support the aircraft loading as a
function of sub grade bearing strength. The equation used to generate
this design curve is:
S= (ESWL) (c110-c2t)
S= sub grade bearing strength (kN) as discussed in note 1 below
ESWL= equivalent single wheel load of the design aircraft loading (kN)
t = pavement equivalent granular thickness (cm) as discussed in
note 2 below.
c1, c2= factors depending on contact area of ESWL, given in fig 2

Note 1-Subgrade bearing strength:
When a bearing strength measurement has been made on the surface of a
flexible pavement, and the equivalent granular thickness of the pavement
structure is known, the subgrade bearing strength at that location may be
estimated from fig 3.Subgrade bearing strength varies from location to location
throughout a pavement area.The subgrade bearing strength used to characterize
a pavement area is the lower quartile.The lower quartile value of several bearing
strength measurements made throughout a pavement area is that value for
which 75% of the measurements are greater in magnitude.It is calculated as x0.675s, where x is the average of measurements made and s is their standard
deviation.Subgrade. Bearing strengths are normally established at existing
airports through bearing strength measurement programs. Subgrade bearing
strength values derived from measurements are used when designing new
pavement facilities at the airport provided subgrade soil conditions are similar
throughout the site.
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Note 2-Pavement thickness and equivalent granular thickness:
The evaluation of pavement structures for aircraft loading requires accurate
information on the thickness of layers within the structure, and the physical
properties of the materials in these layers. A bore hole survey is conducted to
determine this information when it is not available from existing construction
records. Equivalent granular thickness is a term applied for flexible pavement
structures, and is the basis for comparing pavements constructed with different
thicknesses of materials having different load distribution characteristics. The
equivalent granular thickness is computed through the use of the granular
equivalency factors for pavement construction materials listed in table 1. The
granular equivalency factor of a material is the depth of granular base in
centimeters considered equivalent to one centimeter of the material on the basis
of load distribution characteristics. The values given in table 1 are conservative
and actual granular equivalency factors are normally higher than the values
listed. To determine the equivalency granular thickness of flexible pavements
structure, the depth of each layer in the structure is multiplied by the granular
equivalency factor for the material in the layer. The pavement equivalent granular
thickness is the sum of these converted layer thicknesses.

Fig 2- Design equation factors C1 and C2
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fig 3- Surface bearing strength and bearing modules as a function of sub grade
bearing strength and pavement equivalent granular thickness.
Pavement
Material
Selected granular sub base
Crushed gravel or stone base
Water bound Mac Adam base
Bituminous stabilized base
Cement stabilized base
Asphaltic concrete (good condition)
Asphaltic concrete (poor condition)
Portland cement concrete (good condition)
Portland cement concrete (fair condition)
Portland cement concrete (poor condition)

Granular
Equivalency
factor
1
1
1-1/2
1-1/2
2
2
1-1/2
3
2-1/2
2

Table 1-Granular equivalency factors

For rigid pavement, the overload ratio is defined as the flexural stress
imposed in the slabs by the aircraft divided by the design flexural stress of
2.75 MPa.
On the basis of these overload ratios, aircraft operations are classified as
follows:
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Overload Ratio

Operational Classification

Less than 1.25
1.25 to 1.50
1.50 to 2.00
Greater than 2.00

unrestricted
limited
marginal
emergency use only

The approval of operations classified as limited or marginal involves the
risk of an accelerated rate of pavement deterioration and shortened
service life .This risk increases with increasing with increasing value of
overload ratio and frequency of operations. The decisions to approve such
operation therefore,depends on the willingness of the airport operator to
fund airport rehabilitation measures earlier than may otherwise be
necessary. Aircraft operation falling within the marginal and limited
classifications may be permitted unless otherwise dictated by age and
conditions of the pavement or funding constraints.
Similar considerations apply to permitting operations by aircraft with tyre
pressures higher than reported restrictions. Provided, the overload ratio is
less than 1.50, aircraft are normally permitted to operate with tyre
pressures one range higher than the tire pressure range for which the
pavement was designed. These ranges are shown below;
The thickness of pavement component layers will depend on tire
pressures to be provided for, as outlined in the following table.
Pavement layer design thickness (cm)
Pavement
layer

Less than 0.4

Asphaltic
concrete
Cr gravel or Cr
stone base
Selected
granular Sub base

Design tyre pressure (MPa)
0.4 to 0.7
0.7 to 1.0

Greater than 1.0

5.0

6.5

9.0

10.5

15

23

23

30

As necessary to provide total pavement thickness required

3.1.2-French practice
The information published on the basis of one or the other method
described in, Appendix 1does not permit a complete reflection of the
operating condition of the pavement. The following procedure should
be used to assess the suitability of the pavement for the intended aircraft.
Reference is made to the flexible pavement or rigid pavement requirement
graph for the subject aircraft in Appendix 2. These graphs and the
pavement data enable the exact authorized load for the particular
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undercarriage to be determined. In the event that the aircraft is not shown
in fig(s) A2-1 to A2-10 of Appendix 2, characteristics that are closest to
the subject aircraft will be selected. If the resulting load is higher than the
expected aircraft load, the allowable stresses of the pavement will not be
exceeded, and the aircraft can use the pavement without adverse effects.
Should the load established by means of the graph be less than the
expected aircraft load, there will be an effective overload and acceptance
of the aircraft will require special permission.
It should be considered that the risk to the aircraft itself when landing on a
runway without adequate bearing strength is minimal, unless the load it
imposes is considerably more than the bearing strength of the runway.
The acceptance of an excessively heavy aircraft will undoubtedly cause
damage to the pavement Without detriment to the aircraft itself. The user
will not be considered responsible for deteriorations of this type. However,
an aircraft load should under any circumstances exceed by more than 50
% the allowable load for the subject aircraft. An actual overload co efficient
P/Po higher than 1.5 for all pavement, except aprons for which these
values are limited to 20% and fall within the description in note 1 below,
respectively. (For runways, this rule does not apply to emergency
landings.) The decision to grant or withhold the concession to operate on
weak runways can be derived as follow:
a) the total equivalent traffic supported by the pavement is calculated in
accordance with the principle expressed in the optimized design
method; however, this is reduced to a daily traffic expressed in terms
of movements per day; and
b) if the total equivalent traffic exceeds ten movements daily, refusal of
the concession would normally be justified , unless more rapid wear of
the runway is acceptable. Such a decision might be acceptable on
economic grounds with the intention of increasing air traffic without
having to re enforce pavements, at least for the time being.
On the other hand, it is recommended to limit the number of movements
involving an aircraft for which a concession has been granted and to
undertake follow up action with regards to the pavement in accordance
with the information provided in the ensuing table:

P/Po values
1.1
1.1-1.2
1.2-1.3
1.3-1.4
1.4-1.5

Maximum number of
movements
2 per day
1 every day
1 per week
2 per month
1 per month
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Follow up action in respect of
pavement
Follow up recommended
Regular and frequent follow up
mandatory

Note: Instead of considering daily traffic, it would be more stringent to
consider cumulative traffic to take into account the actual magnitude of
past traffic. This could be done where it is justified for the sake of precision
of the study.
Example: A flexible runway has the following characteristics:
Total equivalent thickness
CBR of the sub grade
PCN 57/F/C/W/T

e=70cm
CBR=8

It receives four daily movements of Airbus A300 B2 with a load of 142 t
(ACN=55) and four movements daily of B727 with a load of 78 t
(ACN=49).Under what conditions can it be used by the B747-200 with a
load of 365 t?
Solution
Step 1: Calculation of the ACN of the B747-200
(365 000-168 872)
ACN= 23 + (71-23) x--------------------------=69
(373 306-168 872)
The ACN exceeds the published PCN: A concession is therefore required
for the aircraft.
Step 2: Calculation of equivalent traffic:
Actual load
P
A300 B2
B727
B747

142 t
78 t
365 t

Allowable
load
Po
142 t
84 t
329 t

P/Po

C

1
0.93
1.11

1
0.44
3.52

Actual
Equivalent
movements movements
(mvt/d)
4
4
4
1.8
x
3.5x
Total (5.8 + 3.5x) mvt/d

For x=1 mvt/d, the equivalent traffic is 9.3 mvt/d and less than 10mvt/d: the B747
may require a concession.
For x greater than 1 mvt/d, the equivalent traffic would exceed 1o mvt/d and the
B747-200 cannot be accepted.
Note 1: Procedure for pavements meant for light aircraft
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The ACN-PCN method is not intended for reporting strength of pavements meant
for light aircraft (i.e), those with Maximum Take Off Weight Authorised (MTOW)
of less than 5,700Kgs. ICAO Annex 14 specifies a procedure for such
pavements. This procedure takes into account the reporting of only two
elements: Maximum Allowable aircraft mass and maximum allowable tire
pressure. Tire pressure categories of the ACN-PCN method are not used for
reporting maximum allowable tire pressure. Instead, actual tire pressure limits
are reported as indicated in the following example:
Example: 4,000Kgs/0.50MPa
3.1.3-United Kingdom practice
Individual aerodrome operators are free to decide on their own criteria for
permitting overload operations as long as pavements remain safe for use by
aircraft. However, the following guidance is provided.
a) a 10 % difference in ACN over PCN involves an increase in pavement working
stresses which are generally considered acceptable provided the following
conditions are satisfied:
1) The pavement is more than 12 months old;
2) the pavement is not already showing signs of loading distress; and
3) overload operations do not exceed 5% of the annual departures and are
spread throughout the year.
b)

Overload operation representing a difference in ACN over PCN of from
10% to 25% justify regular inspections of the pavement by a competent
person in addition to satisfying the above criteria. There should be an
immediate curtailment of such overload operations as soon as distress
becomes evident and the higher loading should not be re imposed until
appropriate pavement strengthening work has been completed;

c)

Overload operations representing a difference in ACN over PCN of
from 25% to 50% may be undertaken under special circumstances. They
call for scrutiny of available pavement construction records as test data by
a qualified pavement engineer and a thorough inspection by a pavement
engineer before and on completion of the movement to assess any signs
of pavement distress; and

d)

Overload operations in excess of an ACN over PCN of 50% should only be
undertaken in an emergency.
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Appendix 1

Allowable Loads
Determining the allowable loads for existing pavements is a reciprocal
problem of the design process. Actually, three types of questions are
covered by this heading namely:
a) as regards a specific pavement, how to publish information on its
bearing strength in terms of its characteristics.
b) conversely, how can the allowable load for every aircraft be determined
from this information(which has been established in a synthetic
manner);and
c) under what conditions should concessions be granted if the actual loads
exceed the allowable loads.
Moreover, in France two systems for the publication of information on
runway bearing strength exist side by side, i.e.
-the method based on a typical undercarriage leg applied in France up to
now; and
-The ACN-PCN method
This section of Appendix 1 is intended to;
a) describe each of the 2 methods and the conditions in which they are
used;
b) specify interim measures required as a result of using the 2 methods
side by side and;
c) indicate the calculation process used in deciding when concessions
should be granted.
Publishing information on runway bearing strength
a) Method based on typical undercarriage leg. Since practically all
modern aircraft are equipped with undercarriages with single, dual or
dual tandem
wheel arrangements, the maximum load allowable on
each pavement will
have to be fixed for each of the three typical
under carriages on the basis of ten movements per day over ten
years.
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Example:
20t in respect of the single wheel, 35t in respect of the dual
wheel and 50t in respect of the dual tandem wheel arrangements are
expressed symbolically as follow:
20T/SWL-35T/DW-50 T/DTW
The characteristics of the typical undercarriage legs are selected from the
most critical landing gear characteristics of current aircraft .This method of
fixing the allowable loads has the disadvantages of ignoring the variations
which in fact exist within the same category of undercarriage. (eg), if the
track of the dual wheels or the tyre pressure is different from that of the
typical undercarriage, the effect on the pavement will differ considerably
for the same mass of aircraft. Therefore an allowable load according to
aircraft type should be established for a given pavement.This method
cannot be applied in practice, however, whenever such a precise
calculation is justified (eg) for the purpose of concessions,the exact
landing gear characteristics are taken in account, so that this does not
deprive certain aircraft of the advantages they derive from the design of
their undercarriage.
b) ACN-PCN method
The ACN-PCN method is described in ICAO Annex 14 and in chapter1 of
the ICAO Aerodrome Design Manual –part 3
Choice of a method
The ACN-PCN method came in force for AIP’s on 26 November 1981 and
is gradually replacing the method based on a typical undercarriage leg.
a) Existing Pavements
-A final PCN will be published following the complete evaluation of
pavements and this will replace publications based on a typical
undercarriage leg.
-An interim PCN will be published pending an evaluation, together with the
existing method of reporting data based on a typical undercarriage leg.
b) Reinforced Pavements
-A final, PCN will be published following the complete reinforcement of a
pavement ;this will replace publications based on a typical undercarriage
leg.
c) New Pavement
-A final PCN will be published for a new pavement.
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Note: In areas subject to pronounced climatic variations, the bearing
strength of the sub grade can vary considerably during the course of the
year.This may make it necessary to report two sets of PCN values, one for
dry and one for the wet seasons.
Calculating the values to be published
a) Required Data. The data required for publishing information on
pavement strength consist of:
-total equivalent thickness and the CBR of the sub grade for flexible
pavements.
-thickness of the slab, permissible flexural stress, modulus of sub grade
reaction k for rigid pavements.
Such data are obtained in the case of:
-old pavements: from an evaluation of bearing strength.
-reinforced pavements: from the evaluation of the bearing strength prior to
reinforcement and from the characteristics adopted in designing the
reinforcement.
-new pavements: from the characteristics adopted for the design with
possible corrections to take account of the actual construction.
b) Calculation
-Method based on a typical undercarriage leg. The permissible load Po for
a typical undercarriage leg is obtained by using the reverse design method
which consists of determining from graphs or formulas the load in terms of
the characteristics of the sub grade and the pavement.
-ACN-PCN Method. Determining the PCN is a long and complex
operation.The calculations involve the following successive steps:
Step 1-Establishing a list of aircraft using or likely to use the pavement under
study.
Step 2-Calculating, with the aid of the reverse design method, the permissible
Poi of the various aircraft in terms of the characteristics of the sub grade
and the pavement.
Step 3-Calculating for each typical soil category the CAN which corresponds to
the permissible load Poi Subsequently, in each category one considers
the PCN included between the maximum and minimum ACN values
obtained.The PCN is expressed by two significant figures.
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Step 4-Searching among the couples (soil category, PCN) for the value that will
produce permissible loads Poi that are closest to Poi.
Usually the calculation results in a sub grade category that contains the
CBR or modulus k value of the pavement under study. However, it is not
unusual to obtain an adjacent sub grade category and the classification
thus determined must be interpreted within the meaning of the ACN-PCN
Method.
c) the four code letters which follow the PCN are selected in the following
manner:
-type of pavement: the classification is established according to the criteria
in Appendix 3
-category of sub grade strength: this is provided at the same time as the
PCN by the calculation described above.
-maximum allowable tyre pressure: Code W (no pressure limitation) will
generally be adopted. Code X (pressure limitation to 1.5 Mpa) is adopted
where there is a proven risk of surface damage.
-evaluation method: the PCN is calculated following a complete
evaluation: Code T will normally be adopted. Code U can only be applied
for an interim publication of the PCN of a pavement for which there are no
reliable results obtained by detailed evaluation and whose behavior has
been judged on the basis of its ability to accept existing traffic.
Note: 1) for a runway for which several homogenous areas can be
distinguished with respect to bearing strength, the values to be published
are the lowest obtained over the entire pavement area.
2) If an area is amenable to a reduction in the normal design load,
Weighing is also used in calculating the allowable loads.
Using the published values:
a) Determination of allowable loads:
1) ACN-PCN method. The allowable load Po of an aircraft is
calculated on the basis of the published PCN by the relation:
Po = m + (M-m). PCN-min ACN
Max ACN – min ACN
max ACN : ACN value corresponding to the maximum mass*.
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[4]

Min ACN : ACN value corresponding to the minimum mass (operating mass
empty)

Typical under carriage leg method. The allowable load Po on the undercarriage
leg of the aircraft under study is that which is published in respect of the
corresponding typical undercarriage leg.
Remark :In the case of the pavement for which both the load per typical
undercarriage leg and a PCN are published, one adopts the highest value
obtained by using one or the other method.
b)

Use of allowable loads:

-

If the actual load P is less than the allowable load Po there is no
restriction (load, number of movements) for the aircraft under study within
the overall fatigue limit of the pavement.

-

If the actual load P exceeds load Po: a special study must be carried out
which may have the following results for the subject aircraft:

-

no restriction

-

limited operation)* (as regards mass or number of movements under a
concession)

-

refusal of access.

Example
Determination of PCN of a flexible runway with the following
characteristics : total equivalent thickness e= 70cm
CBR of sub grade

CBR=8

The pavement receives traffic consisting almost exclusively of B727-200,
standard, Airbus A-300 B2, B747-100.
Solution
Step 1. The sub grade may be classified in category B (medium
strength) as well as in category C (low strength). These 2
categories will then be tested in a subsequent calculation.
Step 2. Calculation of allowable loads based on French practice
(use of graphs in Appendix 2):
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Aircraft

A-300 B2
B-727-200 (Standard)
B-747-100

Load on each
main
undercarriage
leg
66t
39t
76t

Percentage of
total mass on
each main
undercarriage leg
46.5
46.4
23.125

Total Mass

142t
84t
329t

Step 3.
Calculation of the ACN corresponding to the allowable
load determined for each aircraft.
Category B
A-300 B2

ACN = 23* + (45-23). 142 000 – 85 690 = 45
142 000 – 85 690

B-727-200
(standard)

ACN = 22 + (43-22). 84 000 – 44 293 = 46
78 471 – 44 293

B-747-100

ACN = 20 + (50-20). 329 000 – 162 703 = 49
334 751 - 162 703

Category C
A-300 B2

ACN= 26 + (55-26). 142 000 – 85 690 = 55
142 000 -85 690

B-727-200

ACN = 24 + (49 - 24). 84 000 -44 293 = 53
78 471 – 44 293

B-747-100

ACN = 22 + (60-22). 329 000 – 162 703 = 59
334 751 – 162 703

Step 4.
The PCN value to be determined ranges from 45 to
49 if one adopts category B and between 53 and 59 for category C.
It is noted, however, that the B727 is acceptable in both cases at a
load exceeding the maximum all up mass. When considering the A300B2 and the B747-100 only, the choice is limited within the range
55 to 59 for category C.
Step 5.
The final choice is made between the mean values
PCN=47 and PCN = 57 obtained for categories B and C
respectively.
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Category
B-PCN
=47
Category
C-PCN=57

Allowable
load
deducted
from the
PCN
A-300B2:
B747100:
A-300B2:
B747100:

True
allowable
load

Differences

147.2t

142t

+5.2t

317.5t
145.8t

329t
142t

-11.5t
+3.8t

321.2t

329t

-7.8t

The differences between the allowable loads calculated by means of the two
methods is less in the second case.
Step 6.Publication
PCN 57/F/C/W/T

…………………………………………..
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Appendix 2

Pavement Design and evaluation graphs provided by France
Notes:
1)The pavement design and evaluation graphs included in this Appendix
are based on the same aircraft characteristics (track, wheel base,
standard tire pressure)as those used to calculate the ACN.
2)The weights shown in the graphs represent static loads on the main
undercarriage leg.
3)The rigid pavement graphs assume that the tire pressure remains
constant at the value qº shown on the graphs. Should the actual tire
pressure q be different from qº, proceed as follows:
a) If P is the weight of the undercarriage leg in question, find the
weight P1 producing the same contact area at the pressure qº
using the relationship:
P1 = P
qº q
b) Consult the graph to determine stress σ1 produced by the weight p1
in the slab in question.
c) The value σ required is then given the relationship:
σ=q
σ1 qº
4) The flexible pavement graphs assume that the tire pressure remains
constant at the value qº shown in the graphs. If the actual tire pressure q
does not differ by more than ± 0.3 MPa from qº, it is accepted that the
effects of the pressure may be disregarded.
Conversely, a correction is made in accordance with the following:
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[

1
0.57 CBR

_

1
32 qº

h = hº

]½
(q expressed in MPa)

[

1
0.57 CBR

_

1
32 q

]½

Where h is sought for the pressure q
hº is the thickness read on the graph drawn up for qº.
5) figures A2-1 to A2-10 are provided as examples.
Note: Graphs for all types of aircraft are available on request from:
Direction Generale de l’aviation Civil
Service Technique des bases Aeriennes
246, rue lecourbe-75732 Paris Cedex 15-France
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Fig A2-1
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Total Equivalent Thickness (cm)

Fig A2-2
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Fig A2-3
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Fig A2-4
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Fig A2-5
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Fig A2-6
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Fig A2-7
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Fig A2-8
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Fig A2-9
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Fig A2-10
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Appendix 3
Definitions
a)

b)

A pavement normally comprises the following layers:
-

A surface layer consisting of a “wearing course” and possibly a
“binder course”

-

a “base”;

-

a “sub base”; and

-

possibly a lower sub base or an improved sub grade.

Types of structure.
-A “flexible structure” consists only of courses of materials that have
not been bound or treated with hydro carbon binders.
-A “rigid structure” offers a wearing course made up of Portland
cement slab;

- A “semi rigid structure” comprises a base treated with hydro carbon
binders and;
- A “composite (or mixed) structure” results from reinforcing a rigid
structure with a flexible or semi rigid structure.
c)

Pavement Types. For simplicity, distinction is made hereafter only
between the two major pavement types, referred to in general terms as
follow:
- “flexible pavements” include flexible and semi rigid structures, as well
as certain types of composite structures (eg) a formally rigid, badly
cracked pavement reinforced with material treated with hydro carbon
binders ) and;
-“Rigid pavements” include rigid structures and certain types of
composite structures (eg) a rigid pavement renewed by applying a
wearing course treated with hydro carbon binders.

d)

Bearing strength. The “bearing strength “ or “ bearing capacity” is the
pavement’s ability to accept the loads imposed by an aircraft while
maintaining its structural integrity.
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e)

Pavement life.This is the period at the end of which the bearing
strength of the pavement becomes inadequate to bear, without risk, the
same traffic in the course of the following year, making necessary a
general reinforcement or reduction in traffic.The normal life of a
pavement is ten years and pavements are generally designed for that
period. However, due to various circumstances another value may be
established for the life of a pavement.

f)

Traffic.
-

One “movement” (actual) “is the application to the pavement of
a load by an actual undercarriage leg during one manoeuvre
(take off, landing taxiing).The number of actual movements is
generally higher than the number of movements accounted for
by the operator (take off’s and landings).

-

An “actual load P” is the load actually applied by an aircraft
undercarriage leg.

-

“Actual traffic” consists of different movements of varying actual
loads applied by actual undercarriage legs of different
categories.

-

The “normal design load P” is the load taken into account in
formulas or graphs for the purpose of designing the pavement. It
may be “weighed “or not, depending on the function of the
pavement involved.

-

“Normal Traffic” is traffic consisting of ten movements per day
by the aircraft producing the design load over an expected
pavement life of at least 10 years.

-

The” allowable load Po” of a pavement is the load on an
undercarriage leg (actual or fictitious)calculated according to the
design concept as being allowable at the rate of ten movements
per day over ten years.

-

An “equivalent movement” is the application of a reference load
by an undercarriage leg (actual or fictitious).

-

“Equivalent traffic” corresponds to actual traffic reduced to a
number of equivalent movements.

-

The “potential” of a pavement on a given date is represented by
the number of equivalent movements which it can accept during
its residual life.
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g) Types of design
-“optimized design”(or optimized design method):design which
takes into account all aircraft types having a significant effect on the
pavement. This method is preferable if sufficiently reliable and
accurate traffic forcasts are available throughout the expected life
of the pavement.
- “general design” (or general design method):design in terms of a
reference load which the pavement must support. In practice, this
method is mainly used at a level of preliminary studies or in the
absence of accurate data.The reference load is evaluated in terms
of the anticipated utilization of the aerodrome, the characteristics of
aircraft in service or at the planning stage, and the specific role of
the pavement in question.

………………………………………………………………………………….
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